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Big Walls in Kenya

(Plate 20)

Beware encounters of the casual, insouciant kind. They end in tears.
I was on the way to the post office, a harmless pursuit, when the dream

of the day was broken by the toot from a car horn, and there he was, the
tooter: Pat Littlejohn. Beware, too, boyish grins and torrential enthusiasm,
for he has all of both. And so the 'what-you-been-up-tos' and the 'got
anything-planneds' led seductively to the 'd'you fancys', which led in very
quick turn to Kenya, the North Face of Poi and me bruised, bloodied and
about beaten, closer to the sky than the earth and hanging clear of the rock
we'd come to climb.

There's more to it than that, of course, but not much. Littlejohn had said
that Steve Sustad and he were off to Kenya to this fabulous chunk of rock,
two-and-a-half thousand feet high and only one route so far, to have a shot
at a spectacular-looking line on the north side, coupla-weeks February,
wannacome? The answer was yes. The answer's always yes. So that was
the trip planned. Pat bought a placcie water-container and that was the
admin. Steve found some tickets on the Internet which was the logistics.
And I failed on the easiest route on the local climbing wall: trained.

Two days north of Nairobi is Poi: a great loaf of a rock baked in the
north Kenyan desert, miles around and half-a-mile high. As our truck
bounced by, an eye of faith could trace the line: the mother of all arc-en-ciels
from base to about two thirds, then overhangs - or were they ledges? And
was that eyebrow insubstantial scrub or sturdy trees? And what above? It
was hard to get the scale; hard to know if that crack or chimney or this slab,
or yonder offwidth was indeed crack or chimney or slab or offwidth. Or
whether they were ten feet or hundreds (they were hundreds). Anyway, my
eyes were faithless both and as Ozymandias commanded, I looked on his
works and despaired.

'What-dya think Pat?'
'Ye-eh'!
That's what Pat always only thinks, and ever voiced in a great affirmative

plosion of grinning enthusiasm. Diamond geezer, diamond climber. Just
as well.

The nearest village, N'gurunit, a collection of mud and wattle huts with
a smattering of more substantial dwellings, is set amid a wonderland of
Yosemite-esque walls. The desert scrub is laced with ribbons of lush green
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foliage where fountful rivers run and limpid pools lie beneath plashy rocks.
Camels graze in herds, antelopes run in pairs and lions roam alone - and all
under an azure African sky: gorgeous. The local tribesfolk are Samburu, a
people improbably tall, implausibly handsome, improperly decent and
impossibly elegant: gorgeous. That's the blokes. The women were of such
dead-drop pulchritudity that even the uxorious Littlejohn could scarce
forbear to steal a look. Sustad stared like a bachelor - which he is. I merely
recorded this - and leered.

We recruited a dozen of the men to help with our wherewithal to the
bottom of the crag; the wherewithal was mostly water. What it wasn't, this
being a Littlejohn trip, was bolts. He don't bolt. Our climb lay a couple of
miles uphill from a dirty track, through excoriating scrub to a thick strip of
primary forest that girdled the base of Poi. The walk was hot, no hotter 
and the scrub mordant.

'In Kenya everything you touch either bites, pricks or eats you', I said,
adding, tongue in cheek so to speak, 'or gives you a dose of all three.'

Steve's only concession to climate and flora was a sun hat on a thinning
pate. Otherwise it was black Levis, black 'Iron Maiden' T-shirt and once
black Doc Martens. He looked, for all the world, as if he was on his way to
a meeting of the Chapter; while Pat, a Lowe sponsoree, from tip (also
thinning) via tail to toe, sported all manner of casually smart leisure wear.
I, meanwhile, sweated, got pricked, bitten, eaten ... and not quite all four.

A few hours later, where rock and forest met, the Samburu shed their
loads and joshed and chewed on tubers, watching intently as we readied
for the off. One of the older of them, whether to show the way or the where
or the why I'm not sure, pencil slender, lissomed up the first fIfty feet, cast
half-interestedly about as if spoilt for choice, and descended with the
languid grace of Nijinsky at a village bop. He smiled at us. Sympathy?
Pity? Or we-were-here-fIrst primordial ownership? It was impossible to
know. But of one thing I was certain.

'Looks bloody desperate, Pat.'
'Ye-eh.'
'Look at those off-widths' (for they were they).
'Ye-eah. They're yours mate. Fat man's pitches.'
'What about that roof - that one half way up?'
'Ye-eah. Lovely off-width right through. You'll love that. Fat man's pitch.'
'Nice slab to start though.'
'Ye-eah. But that's an off-width all up the edge. Fat man's pitch.'
I was somewhere after despair when he volunteered, 'we'll swing leads,

I, 2, 3.' Relief. Great deal.
Steve was uncoiling ropes, lots of ropes, and racking gear, greatjanglings

of it. This was business. More Friends than Tony Blair and not a bolt to be
seen. Nor any unseen. The man don't bolt. Simple as that.

'What if, Pat?', I asked.
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'Adventure, mate. There's always a way.'
'Always?'
'Ye-eah - so far anyway.'
Pat stepped from forest floor to rock, dusted hands and feet and was

away in that calm, purposeful climbing gait of his. It's not so much that he
makes hard look easy, it's that he makes desperate routine. But I'd climbed
with him before and I wasn't fooled. After about 140ft of routine, mundane,
pedestrian E3 Sc he belayed and Steve and I followed in tandem. Next
pitch is Steve's. He says, Pateyesque, that he's a mountain man, not much
of a rock climber. And so insisting, dispensed another 140ft E3 Sc+ in ten
minutes and a couple of grunts. The plus? I added that later - just now in
fact. Fat man got the last pitch of the afternoon - a rounded off-width
(made to measure, Pat said) and lubricated with dust and guano. Guano. I
didn't tell you about the vultures, great hungry-looking Griffins that circled
all day overhead (and as we got higher, underhead) with the vested interest
of an undertaker and a nice line in guano. E3 Sc. Have a nice day.

I lay comfortable on the forest floor and wondered how much more
unknown E3 Sc I could handle - especially since our three pitches plainly
comprised the easy bit and Pat, reasonably, was insisting on a metronomic
swinging of leads. Looking up into the quick tropical twilight I could see,
maybe lOOOft above, the arc-en-ciel, the impending, to use the word favoured
by guidebooks, crack, overhanging in two planes (more if you want) and
capped by a sleepless roof. The one through which ran (disastrously for
me) an off-width. In extremis, I thought (and, boy, would I be in extremis) I
could always resort to jumars - a pair of which Pat had allowed.

Next morning, after a cuppa and something, we jumared to the ledge of
our high point and set out again. Pat first. Gibbon moves on a too-slender
branch. Steve follows and gibbons heavily and the branch cracks. I'm too
heavy a gibbon and it breaks. Nothing to gibbon on, so I gibber on - and up
- just. E3 Sc. Then two more pitches, E3 Sc. Nothing if not consistent;
cracks, off-widths, walls, overhangs; nothing if not varied.

By now, the third day, we had run out of ropes to fix, so we quit the
ground that morning, with water in gallon containers, pullovers for the
night and a bar of chocolate. Pat don't eat either. We muscled up the six
pitches, onjumars, and I belayed Pat for the next lead. Steve, despite twice
the load I'd carried, made light work of the jumaring, and whereas I'd
emerged sweating and bloody knuckled, he arrived coolly unscathed,
declaring himself now a big-wall man. I felt a very small-wall man.

Above, Littlejohn was making light too, and soon, too soon, came the
cry 'safe.' I followed the steep corner at - no prizes - a routine E3 Sc.
However, and that's a great big overhanging, arc-en-ciel of an however, the
routine was over. What lay ahead seemed to arch over, beyond a single
craning of the neck towards Cairo, several thousand miles to the north and
looked about as appealing. I averted my eyes when they came to the capping
roof, 15 feet across, and cleaved by - you got it - an off-width.
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According to Pat it was my pitch. According to me it was impossible.
'Whaddya reckon Pat?'
'Ye-eah. Looks tasty.'
'Tasty? We got to climb the bloody thing, not eat it.'
'Fancy it?'
'Ye-ah.'
Tasty! I had surrendered. Capitulated. Pleaded. Too tasty a pitch. Pat

led. And how the boy led! Certainly, inexorably, upwards.
Nor grunt, nor groan, nor lurch, nor scrabble; only deliberate jams and

deft, precise feet: nothing hurried, plenty gained. Resting place, he said, at
70ft and after that much more of the same. A scarcely perceptible falter, a
barely breathed grunt, and he was there. ES 6a - every move a hand jam.
You'd never have known it. Pat's ease, falter and grunt apart, gave it the lie,
but I can read geometry and a crane-sore neck tells only true. It looked a
horror. It was horror. I jammed for all I was worth - which isn't much. I
shed energy, showered grunts. I bled while calories fled my arms so by 70ft
I not so much needed a rest as a sabbatical. Rest? 'Where's the rest?'

Pat called instructions and I bridged as he said. Just. No, not just but
whatever is less than that, one foot on rock that was distantly attached to
Kenya and one on rock that came down from the sky, or cyberspace. Between
my legs I could see Africa - all of it, and a long way below. Above more arc
en-ciel and that roof. I was unhappy.

My fighting weight - and, was I fighting! - is 12 stones. Pat now knows
that too. But he knows no quarter and, at the belay, allowed me only a
minute to blow before handing me the gear and nodding at the roof. I slid
my head into the rack much like a condemned man into a noose, with
hangman Pat in close attendance, morbidly solicitous, professionally
cheerful. I think he was enjoying himself. As far as I was concerned, hanging
or climbing, the results were likely to be similar and a hanging the more
humane. As I started he handed me a Camalot the size of a small house,
assuring me that it was the bollocks.

In truth the crack across the roof was a horizontal, chimney-like climbing
along a narrow corridor, a thousand feet up, with no floor. No protection
either, but not bad once you'd got your arse into gear - which is what
chimneys are all about. The corridor led to the roof's edge and the open
ended chimney closed, above, to an off-width. Here the Camalot was the
bollocks and I thrust it anyhow into the crack, glad to be relieved of its
half-hundredweight. Above that I fancied I could see heaven; as close as I
ever expected to be. Then with the courage that crawls in after departed
despair, I launched - I think that's the verb - heavenwards. Well upwards
anyway.

Now it is said that there's technique to off-widths, but I'm not so sure. To
me it's a bar room brawl; fists, elbows, shoulders, head, knees, feet, arse
and belly, especially belly. I brawled. I won.

Beyond lay a hand crack and vertical. Immediately below, like at the end
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of my legs, a flat, room-for-two-feet, hold, the flattest, prettiest thing I'd
seen all day. It felt like Nebraska. But I was out of gear that fitted; and guts.
Could I belay? Pat wanted to know. Not on a single Friend, I yelled. Could
I lead on? No. Could I be lowered? Yes. I lowered off. Well not off exactly,
but to somewhere and Pat took over while Steve waited patiently several
hundred feet below, having jettisoned our fixed-line umbilical. From now
on retreat would be tricky. Pat disappeared around the roof going steadily
(as you'd expect) as far as Nebraska, above which he slowed, the rope now
consumed in inches per move rather than furlongs. Then nothing for ages.
After an hour or so I ventured a 'how's-it-going-mate?'. There was a delay.
Then, 'Bloody grim.' Grim! Grim from the man, that pathological optimist
Littlejohn, was bad news indeed.

At last, a long last, the rope went tight and a couple of tugs signalled my
okay and I set out again on recently quit ground, which went more easily
this time round. Something to do with a top-rope perhaps? Minutes later I
was able to reach high and get a solid two-handed grip on Nebraska and
make a joyous heave onto the best hold in three days of climbing. But
Nebraska wasn't having it and came away in a state-sized chunk while I
hung aboard. As we parted company ten feet later, it caught my instep and
left me to hang in space while it crashed past a startled Steve to Earth.

Everything I looked at was red, blood red. Hands, feet, rope, rock, there
was freely gushing blood for everywhere. I tried so hard not to panic that I
panicked; wriggling into an upside-down position to try to stem the flow.
An intricate retreat was sounded and we were out of Africa, though avowed
to return to the same fray same time next year.

At the post mortem, Pat put the last pitch at E6 6a, not counting ten feet
of vertical and ungradable guano which he'd surmounted by chipping holds
with his nut-key. The pitch had ended in a vulture ledge, the climb in tears.

February 2000 saw us back - with a vengeance. The vengeance being
hammocks, a few more Friends, an even bigger Camelot, this one the size
of a multi-storey car park, and Jan, a fourth climber - or, more accurately,
jumarer (sorry mate).

I'm not sure why we were surprised but all the Scs were still Se, the 6as, 6a.
And I still wanted that + on the Sc+ - too nice a distinction for Pat whose
register doesn't clock on until somewhere in the senior sixes in any case.

We did it too, though not without a rattling good scrap. It took two days
of climbing to gain Pat's vulture ledge. This time I belayed at what was left
of Nebraska and Pat led through to his guano. Still a triple-X-rated, adults
only, horror.

Next day we quit the ground to jumar 9 pitches, about I200ft to the vulture
ledge. The last 300 were on an 8mm rope which stretched shoe-Iace-thin
when weighted, and shoelace-thinner and flat where it ran over edges. It
was sobering. The hell, it was terrifying, but just when I had concluded
that I was getting too old for it all, Steve, a veteran of many a wild Yosemite
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wall, said that was one of the worst jumars of his life, which, in a perverse
sort of a way, cheered me. Above Vulture Ledge, Steve, the non-rock-climber,
led another horror (E5 6a), though not before averring that it was an off
width and, therefore, properly mine. I countered that it was a finger-crack
and, therefore, properly Pat's. In fact, it turned out to be a round-shouldered
layback and Pat (natch) made the best fist of it, Steve and I sneaking on a
point (or two) of aid.

Then life got serious. Littlejohn climbed twenty feet and drew a blank.
Went left, drew another. Tried right, and another. No-one said anything
about retreat. We all knew there was none. Having dropped the jumar ropes
we had burnt our bridges, boats and any other combustible metaphor you
care to think of. On the menu of possibilities, down was off, love. Up didn't
look very appetising either. Littlejohn, diamond geezer, you gotta get up.
He fixed a good nut and climbed 'til he fell, which put him in space and
well out from the rock. This was when I realised he was cool-hand crazy.

Above him, maybe 30 feet, grew a tree. Not a sturdy English oak or
anything of the kind, but a tree, a bush of a tree, of sorts. Moreover, this
tree had multifarious branches and roots but spindly and brittle. And
Littlejohn saw hope - salvation - where I saw only tree. Hanging there in
vast airborne space, he took from his armoury a Friend, and untying from
one of his two ropes, he fashioned a bolas. Then, leaning back to get an
angle, he wound up the improvisation for a hurl and after a dozen
revolutions, set it flying upward towards the tree. Near miss. Another go 
nearer miss. On the fourth or fifth attempt Pancho's Friend fell between
root and rock and, with a deft tweak or two, lodged. Elsewhere, on Pampas
terra-firma only full-blooded gauchos can do that, and when they do they
win prizes at rodeos. Our prize was the climb.

Littlejohn threaded a couple of prusiks to our lifeline and, ginger as you
like, crept to the tree as far as the first branch and gibboned into it. It was
breathtaking, thirty foot hanging free from a Friend fluke-jammed between
nothing much and nothing at all. Jan, Steve and me, we jumared all three.

Next day, after a night in the tree, came the highlights. Pat took maybe
ten falls trying for a breakthrough up a short wall to easier ground. We
gave up. Ten falls from Littlejohn means try elsewhere. We went left fust
and then a long overhanging traverse back to the point above where Pat
had tried so hard, 200ft of 6a climbing to win 20 vertical feet, and Steve the
non-rock-climber pulling out a big lead where I had failed. At last, though,
we sensed we were winning and after a further 150ft pitch, 5c and about
two runners, we abseiled back to our tree-of-life for a second night.

Now we were desperately short of water. We had to get up the next day.
Which day began with a free-hanging diagonal jumar, a sharpener of the
senses in a warm, sudden tropical dawn. First one of my jumars slipped
from the rope, leaving me hanging from a single device. I clipped a second
point faster than anyone before or since. The vultures looked disappointed.
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Then an intermediate anchor failed and I fell fifteen feet attached to the
rope only by jumars. I clipped a third point faster than the previous faster.
The vultures were mortified, my senses fully honed.

At last an easy pitch, E2 5b, led to what looked certain to be the last 
and less than vertical at that, though not much less. I volunteered. As if to
compensate for its lack of plumb, the pitch offered no holds, or runners
either. But we were fired-up and had, just had, to get up. E3 6a, rotten gear
and yards in between. E2 scrambling remained. We stood on top with giant
thirsts and foolish grins.

As Pat put it, the outcome had remained in doubt to the last, 'proper
adventure that.'

We called it, Dark Safari. Pat says it's E6 - and he's the man. I say it had
17 or 18 pitches, but I was past counting. And who cares?



20. The North Face of Poi, Kenya, with the line of Dark Safari taking the big curving corner
just left of centre. An American expedition also climbed a new line on Poi in early 2000,
but chose to rappel the mountain first to bolt and clean their intended line.
This irritated local activists. (Pat Littlejohn) (p24)

21 The North Face of StrandAtind, Arctic Norway. (Anders Lundahl) (p 181)
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